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Dear Patron,
Caring for a loved one is one of the most rewarding, yet often challenging responsibilities
individuals can face. Very frequently family members are completely unprepared for the
financial, legal, medical, and moral obligations associated with care giving, and feel
overwhelmed by the urgent nature of the learning curve.
I know I did, when my mother fell, breaking her hip and shoulder, leaving me and my siblings to
care for my father who had been diagnosed the year before with dementia. Our lives changed
immeasurably as we waded through hiring in-home caregivers, placing my father in an assisted
living facility, finding an appropriate rehabilitation center for my mother, first cleaning out their
home of 60+ years, then selling it, shuttling them both to doctor appointments, reading
through complicated trusts, living wills, power of attorney documents, and medical
authorization representative paperwork. In those early days the library proved to be an
invaluable source of reliable, easy to understand, and comprehensive information.
The Mercer County Library System, in partnership with the Mercer County Department of
Human Services, Aging & Disability Resource Connection, recognizes that caregiving is a
privilege, but also can be a tremendous challenge. That's why we've developed The Caregiver
Backpack, available for check out to library patrons at any of the Mercer County Library
System's nine branches. We hope that the materials included in the backpack are informative
and helpful to you in your journey as a caregiver. Along with numerous flyers and pamphlets,
which you are encouraged to keep, the Backpack contains a list of helpful websites and the
following print titles and DVDs:

A Caregiver's Workbook: A Guidebook to Becoming a Caregiver for Your Loved One, by Kathy
Macaraeg

Age In Place: A Guide to Modifying, Organizing, and Dec/uttering Mom and Dad's Home, by
Lynda Shrager

